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WHY IS TWITTER PROTECTING SCAMMERS?
1. Our Twitter account was opened on March 14, 2014, with the purpose to expose new scammers first-hand and to make
the Translation Community aware about their activities and our efforts to fight them. As of July 2019, our @tsdirectory
account had more than 3100 followers.
2. On July 24, 2019, we have been notified about the suspension of
our account, for "violating the Twitter Rules":
3. In our reaction to this suspension, we explained the purpose of our
Directory and of our tweets: to expose FALSE translators circulating
CVs STOLEN from genuine translators. In our tweet, we have
included the FAKE address and phone numbers to show our
followers the trick used by scammers to make their FAKE CVs look
somewhat more credible.
4. And for the record, let it be known that:
JOHN BOURRY is a fantasy name created by scammers who
use the emails john.bourry.french@gmail.com and
john.bourry.pro@gmail.com to circulate a CV stolen from
Emmanuel Munos (a translator based in France) and then
modified to show a false name (John Bourry) and his
supposedly street address and phone numbers:

3751 Harvest Drive - Redwood City, CA 930721
(650) 261-1345 / (650) 281-3722 ?
Really?
a) "WRONG" ZIP CODE (WITH 6 DIGITS). The right zip code would
be 94061. Also, THERE IS NO "3751" on this street...
b) Phone (650) 261-1345 apparently belongs to a car rental
company (NO ANSWER)
c) Phone (650) 281-3722 is a mobile line registered in San Mateo,
CA (DISCONNECTED).

Fake CV from JOHN BOURRY
CLICK TO DOWNLOAD JOHN BURRY FAKE CV.

Genuine CV from EMMANUEL MUNOS

And here is John Bourry's email (his FAKE CV was attached):

a)
b)
c)

The second paragraph has been copied from the CV of Mathilde Baud (a translator based in France).
The "I am available 24 h/day and 7 days/week, I also work in holidays" section is the typical mambo-jambo used by
scammers: they never sleep...
The "first-class honours and University diploma of English language, first-class honours" wording is just a modified copy
of the stolen CV, which reads "first-class honours and University diploma of Polish language, first-class honours".

5. Despite our explanation and the evidence produced, on July 31, 2019, Twitter responded:

Therefore, Twitter, after being given all information and purpose about our "John Bourry tweet" chose to consider
that a ghost created by scammers, claiming to live in a FAKE address and using two FAKE phone numbers had his
rights violated when his name, address, and phone numbers have been publicly exposed to warn other translators
and translation companies about the impersonation. Seriously, Twitter?
5. Again, Twitter:
JOHN BOURRY IS A GHOST CREATED BY SCAMMERS.
JOHN BOURRY CIRCULATES A CV STOLEN FROM A GENUINE TRANSLATOR.
JOHN BOURRY "LIVES" IN A FAKE ADDRESS.
JOHN BOURRY'S PHONE NUMBERS ARE FAKE.
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